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YOUTH EAGER FOR DUTIES.

MR.R.A. BUTLER’S SPEECH.

Addressing the Earls Colne, Essex, Grammar School at their annual Prizegiving

today, Mr.R.A.Butler, President of the Board of Education, said:-

"Here was a school with a definite agricultural flavour in the curriculum.

This would give boys that practical training which was the feature of educational

policy today."

Mr. Butler said that the last generation thought it an achievement to go

to a Secondary School at all. It was the job of our generation to make that

Secondary School education practical. The circumstances of war have enforced

the need for specialisation among our skilled tradesmen. For example, a tank

specialist is not asked to mend a car, much less to touch an aeroplane. We

must not forget the value of handymen ready to turn their hands to any job. To

be a good handyman you must have a sound basis of knowledge, which you can get
best when you are young. Then you can be turned into a specialist as and when

required.

Mr.Butler went on to say that the first reports of youth registration
had been excellent. An encouraging proportion of the youths of 17 had, it was

found, already stepped boldly through the portals of manhood and were fully

engaged in some active training, or else, coupled with their industrial

preoccupation, some inspiring form of service. Interviews, which would be

continued with zeal, showed that our young people did not want pushing, cajoling
or bewitching in order to dedicate themselves to the path of duty.

The first piles of the bridge which will and must span the wasted years from

14-18 are being driven with skill and precision. Never have we been in such

need of Youth, tough in body and spirit. We must couple with a greatly

improved technical training the educational and industrial supervision of the

adolescent.
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